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b b b, the plank risers secured to the studs. The student will observe that the carriage is framed in the same manner as fig, 1, Plate 9.
S $ the wall-string, or skirting, haying the lower end of the veneer attached. Gf, the ground for the reception of v v, the veneer.
B JBj the base upon the landing, having the upper end of the veneer attached. Fig, 2, A, the veneer being formed in the same manner as fig. 2, Plate 9,
Fig. 3, A, the part of the wall-string or skirting, I j the upper edge, and u u the lower; r r r the risers, and 11 the treads. To obtain the length of the part B of the veneer for the convex side, proceed in the same manner as the concave; then 579 will be the stretch-out of 5 7 9, or convex end of the first and second winder; the line k j is the upper edge, and j i shows the junction of the part B of the veneer to the part A, and i g o the lower edge of the veneer or skirting, which being inserted into the tread and riser by a groove being cut to the depth of half an inch, the width being cut sufficient for the reception of the veneer or skirting, the thickness of the veneer should be governed by the size of the circle, not more than i inch, nor less than i inch. The places should not be cut out for the reception of the tread and riser in the concave veneer until put to its proper place and secured. Fig. 4 being the given plan of the bracket, / a the height, and a b the length; draw a b, fig. 5, parallel to b, fig. 4; then draw the several ordinates perpendicular from the base of the given bracket, fig. 4, to a b, fig. 5; then from the point a, fig, 5, draw the diminishing line a d at any given angle; then continue the ordinates from a b to the diminishing line, a d; then erect them perpendicular to a d, and obtain the several distances from the several ordinates of fig. 4, as af, e c, &c., and apply said distances upon the several ordinates from a d, fig. 5, as af, e c, &c. Then trace out the form of the bracket. By this method the bracket fliay be enlarged as well as diminished.

